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Connectivity – data traffic = 4.2 trillion gigabytes / yr by 2022
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Data Centres 
8m+ globally / 60,000 in EU - 66% in UK, Germany, France & Netherlands
2010-2020 – $100bn investment in sector 
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DC growth – 300% in EU by 2025 / 500% global 2030 
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emphasis on 24/7 operation and performance - greatest impact  - operational energy –
Sectoral energy demand is predicted to reach ~200TWh by 2021 – 1% global energy use
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DCI growth much quicker than 
reprocessing methods & infrastructure….
DCI - major contributor to global total of 
~50Mt/year of e-waste
WEEE growing 3-5% / year in EU
formal / documented  collection & recycling  
< 20% global & 32% EU
majority is sent to landfill / exported –
is being stockpiled 
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CRM - 0.2% by mass
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DCI- emphasis - 24/7 uninterrupted service
sub-sectors – significant expertise –
silo culture 
CE – holistic approach
CEDaCI - kick start sectoral CE
USP - bring together experts from 
all life cycle stages / sub sectors 
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Design Thinking - approach formalised & popularised by leading design consultancy  
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Double Diamond Design Method
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Co-creation Workshops – development of CDCC – Circular Data Centre Compass
methods include the Dephi Technique for decision making
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Working Group Meetings – cross sectoral experts – monitor progress & advise
Review design & development work – iterate and improve  
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Design Thinking for Sustainability – DCI collaboration – conclusions
DCI – unique sector – need engagement across sector to develop CE
time and resource intensive
need to convince people to attend
but knowledge sharing is invaluable –
experts learn from each other –
challenges & opportunities in other sub sectors
increases understanding of circularity / improves current and future business practice
method is successful because
using human behaviour / traits 
contributions - feel valued  
develop sense of ownership and belonging
Therefore more likely to implement Circular thinking and practice in DCI 
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